
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                  
 
 

 
     GYMNASTS’ DRAWING OF LOTS PROCEDURES 
 

 

We are pleased to hereby submit the procedures for the MAG and WAG gymnasts drawing of lots for 
the 2015 Universiade in Gwangju (KOR). This draw was be conducted in accordance with Universiade 
draw policies and in conjunction with FIG Technical Regulations, 2015 edition.  
 
 
CI – Qualifications & Team Finals 
 

General principle: Teams will be placed into the subdivisions based on the previous Universiade results, 
with the starting apparatus drawn. Teams without past results will be drawn into subdivisions randomly 
and the starting apparatus will be drawn. A draw will be performed placing mixed groups into 
subdivisions and another draw performed to assign countries to mixed groups. 

 
First step- Assign countries with teams into subdivisions based on results from the 2013 Universiade. 
The best ranked teams go into the later subdivisions respectively. Teams with participation in the 
previous Universiade will only be drawn to apparatus, as there subdivisions are predetermined. Cards 
will have the country code and be drawn in apparatus order. 
 
Second step- Draw countries without participation in the previous Universiade into the remaining later 
subdivisions. Cards will have the country code and be drawn in apparatus order to the earlier 
subdivisions.   
 
Third step- Draw the mixed groups into the first subdivision. Cards will have each mixed group number 
and be drawn in apparatus order from the first subdivision.  
 
Fourth step- draw the individual gymnasts into the "mixed groups" 

- To prepare box #1 with the names of countries with 2 individuals. 
- To prepare box #2 with numbers of countries with 1 individual. 
- Draw from the box with the names of countries with 2 individuals placing one in each rotation of 

the earliest subdivision in apparatus order until are cards are used 
- Draw from the box with the names of countries with 1 individuals placing one in each rotation of 

the earliest subdivision in apparatus order until are cards are used 
 

Note:  when a "mixed group" is full, then to take the number for the "mixed group" out from the bowl. 
 
A maximum of four (4) gymnasts per "mixed group" will be allowed.    
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CII – All-Around Finals 
 

The gymnasts ranked 1-18 after the Qualification (C-I) are seeded in international apparatus order 
into one subdivision, as identified in the Starting Order chart. The individuals rotate from one event 
to another as per the international apparatus order, as identified in the Working Order chart. 

 
CIII – Apparatus Finals 

 
In order to establish the Working order on each apparatus, a draw is carried out, until positions 1-8 
are filled. 

 
Podium Training 

 
The Podium Training follows the C-I Qualification draw order by subdivision and apparatus. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

                                                                          
 

Steve Butcher            
FISU TD Artistic Gymnastics  
 
          

 


